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This Treatment Plan outlines suggested work to address Section 106 concerns regarding a proposed 
undertaking to construct a solar-powered pavilion on the College of Charleston campus at 63 Coming Street 
(38CH2649). Within this Plan, you will find a description of the undertaking and areas of potential effects 
(APE), a summary of Phase II investigations, a determination of adverse effects applying the criteria of the 
NRHP, and a proposed Treatment Plan to control adverse effects.  
 
Description of Undertaking and APE 
The proposed undertaking, located at 63/65 Coming Street rear property, is the construction of a Solar 
Pavilion to provide a minimum 5.85 kW renewable energy system using solar panels, supported by the South 
Carolina Department of Energy Mini Grant program.  The College of Charleston (CofC) was awarded a 
Department of Energy (DOE) Mini Grant for renewable energy. A Solar Pavilion was designed for the 
location to incorporate a 5.85 kW solar panel system along the campus tour route for visitors and potential 
students. The Grant was awarded to the College on 11.6.2020 by the DOE and South Carolina Energy Office. 
Initial design was completed 12.18.2020, put out to bid for construction and awarded 1.21.2021. 
 
The pavilion construction would include site work, concrete, and landscaping for a ground level terrace and 
cantilevered canopy housing the solar panels. The pavilion terrace includes custom benches and handrail 
installation at a new approximately 14'6'x23'6" leveled terrace, using the existing footprint of brick walkway 
and landscape beds. Steel armature fabrication and wood roof assembly for solar panel installation would tie 
produced power directly into the existing meter at 8 Bull Street. Pavilion lighting, fans, and charging stations 
are included in the electrical use of the new structure. Construction staging area and access for construction 
will be provided on location at existing brick pathway and will be barricaded for pedestrian safety. Excavation 
for steel support foundation will be 6'x12'x3’0" and bench and retaining wall foundation will be of 1'2"x2'0". 
Trenching to electrical meter approximately 15' long is to occur at 1'6" depth, if possible. Rework of existing 
site in ground electrical to use existing pathway sleeves is proposed to reduce additional trenching and ground 
penetrating activities. 
 
The existing brick path and landscape bed are to be graded and leveled using a retaining wall, the 1'2"x2'0" 
footer, with backfill from existing site soil dug up for required footers to create a level 14'6'x23'6" terrace. The 
retaining wall at its highest will be approximately 10" above the existing grade in the northwest corner, keeping 
level with the existing grade located at the south of the new terrace. The footer for the main steel structural 
member, originally was planned for 6’0’ x 6’0’ x 1’6” located at a bottom depth of 3’0” below existing 
elevation. Newly revised specifications based upon load (provided 3/22/21) require a footer be 6’0" x 12’0" x 
1’6” located at a bottom depth of 3’5” below existing elevation. The bench support and retaining wall footers 
will be 1’2”w x 2’0”d, located along the perimeter of the new terrace. At its deepest, the terrace bench and 
retaining wall footers will be dug 2’0” below grade. In order to re-route current electrical, further trenching 
to a depth of 18” will occur from the APE to an existing box, found ca. 3m to the southwest (Figure 1). Due 
to standard College practices and scope of work, everything will be hand dug with the final terrace infill and 
grading to be done with small machine excavators. Final soil and infill compaction will be done using a hand 
operated compaction vibrator/roller. 
 
A general contractor will perform all demolition and new construction, including installation of electrical 
sleeves to meter. A separate Solar Panel contractor will provide and install the final solar installation and 
connection. Both parties will work in conjunction together and phased simultaneously. 
 



The existing land use is public bricked pathways and planting beds located between College-owned housing 
and faculty buildings in an urban environment. Previous use of the property was used as the inner 
property/yard of an urban residential house. With the advancements in public utilities and services, this area 
has been previously disturbed by the installation of underground utilities, storm water drainage, and 
irrigation. Exact locations and depths of these utility trenches were unknown prior to utility marking before 
project commencement. Historic Sanborn Maps from 1888, 1902, and 1944 show the property location 
historic use. Historically, the area has been residential in nature. As the College of Charleston obtained 
surrounding properties, the green space between the structures has been used for pedestrian passages and 
access. 
 
In compliance with Section 106, the College worked in conjunction with RPA-certified archaeologists from 
the Archaeology Program to review the APE for the presence of potential historical resources, assess the 
potential historical importance of discovered resources, and advise on minimization, avoidance, and 
preservation measures, and conduct data recovery. Archaeological investigations and monitoring of the 
project site within the area of potential effect (APE).  
 
Summary of Phase II Investigations 
Review of the APE suggested that the undertaking could contribute to the understanding of the greater 
Charleston Historic District, which is listed on the NRHP. The test excavations were initiated, guided in part 
by Sanborn fire insurance maps which indicated possible remains dating from the late 19th century onwards. 
The 1852 Bridgens and Allen map indicate an outbuilding in the vicinity, but according to georectified plan 
of that map, lie outside the APE to the west (Figure 2).  
 
Phase II test excavations across a sample of the APE have confirmed the remains of a structure identified as 
a 19th century kitchen in fire insurance maps, including the back (northern) wall of the structure and a hearth. 
In the eastern uncovered section, the floor of the hearth underlies a series of brickwork which may indicate 
a second phase of construction, at which point the original fireplace was divided. To the south of the kitchen 
wall and hearth, a cistern was identified, partially collapsed. To the north of the excavated units, initial 
probing indicated further remains, likely brickwork, extending at least 3ft. The extent to which these remains 
are a continuation of the kitchen wall, a pavement, or other activity (possibly unrelated to the identified 
structure) is unknown (Figure 3).  
 
Test excavations have yielded artifacts ranging from the late 18th century through to the 20th, including a slave 
tag dated to 1853. There is a likelihood, therefore, that additional material dating prior to the known 
structure would be found in the APE.  While similar outbuildings are common to this urban landscape, few 
have been investigated in detail (M. Zierden, personal comm.). Contexts dating to the mid-19th – early 20th 
century are of particular interest for the study of the transformation of Charleston from a system based upon 
chattel slavery to one where the newly freed are nonetheless found within a subservient condition politically, 
economically, and socially. Domestic buildings, such as the one identified via historical maps and partially 
found in the APE, could have potential for further understanding this critical period for the city of Charleston 
and wider southern history. 
 
Determination of Adverse Effects 
Consultation of historical maps suggested that the APE contained remains potentially eligible to the NRHP 
under criteria a, b, or d of 36 CFR 60.4, given the broader context of the site’s placement within the 
Charleston Historic District. In consultation with the SC SHPO, DoE and the SC Energy Office, Phase II 



investigations were undertaken to determine if the historic resources were present, and if they would hold to 
the any of NRHP criteria, which would subsequently require a determination of adverse effects.  
 
Evaluating Historic Significance (36 CFR 800.4.c) 
In consideration of 36 CFR 60.4 (Criteria for Evaluation), the identified resources would fall under criterion  
a) and d) for the NRHP: 

a) association with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history: 
The resources do not specifically relate to a single historical event pivotal to the broad patterns of 
our history. Rather, the period of time within which the structure is dated is significant to a broad 
pattern of history. 

b) association with the lives of persons significant in our past: 
While the discovery of a slave tag provides association with the lives of persons significant in our past, 
and the identification of the structure as a kitchen potentially ties it to the lifeways of enslaved and/or 
newly-freed people, the material remains (including the slave tag) are mixed within fill and 
destruction contexts that do not provide contextual information or potential information for further 
insights into specific persons. 

c) embodiment of the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or that represent the 
work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity: 
The architecture and artifacts do not display a unique embodiment of an artistic style, type, or period. 

d) the yielding or potential yielding of information important in prehistory or history: 
The material remains are mixed within fill and destruction contexts. Nonetheless, there is potential 
that the contexts would provide information or potential information for further insights into 
specific periods of prehistory or history. 

 
Assessment of adverse effects (36 CFR 800.5) 
Because the site falls under the criteria for the NRHP and the undertaking as initially designed is planned to 
excavate significantly below the presence of historic deposits, there is a determination of adverse effect at this 
time. Within the broader context of the Charleston Historic District, the site would likely hold the potential 
for information more broadly applicable to the history of the District. The following Treatment Plan, which 
includes actions related to minimization, avoidance, and data recovery, will be implemented control the 
adverse effects. 
 
Treatment Plan 
The Treatment Plan will avoid the adverse effects upon the identified resources in several instances. Where 
the undertaking cannot be shifted to avoid adverse effects, a process of data recovery will be enacted within 
the guidelines and best practices of the SC SHPO. Further actions will be taken to minimize further impacts 
to unknown/unidentified resources.  
 
Avoidance and Minimization 
It is not possible to completely relocate or redesign the Solar Pavilion project to completely avoid the impact 
of the APE due to the Department of Energy Mini Grant timeline, restriction of project completion by May 
14th, 2021, and existing project budget. Existing site conditions further restrict the complete avoidance of 
the historic resources, including the existing fire escape and two-story bathroom addition of the structure 
located at 65 Coming Street. 
 
Therefore, partial avoidance measures will be taken by relocating the Pavilion terrace and canopy structure 
2’-4” to the northwest. While not completely avoiding all identified and potential resources, the move and 
preservation protocols (consisting of filling the voids in the cistern and insertion of geotextile and expansion 



joint material to separate the footer from the historic structure) will avoid impact on the cistern and 
potentially unidentified resources related to this feature and the majority of the 19th century kitchen that 
extends to the south and east away from the APE.  
 
Further avoidance measures include the treatment of the Pavilion floor. Initial plans for the undertaking 
called for a concrete slab for the floor of the Pavilion set to a depth of 6” below grade. Plans have since been 
altered to a flooring of ground oyster shell for the originally planned 14'6'x23'6" terrace. The revised plans 
now call for a modification of the surface to grade with a minimum penetrating depth of 3”. Phase II 
investigations indicate historical resources appearing after a disturbed/topsoil layer of approximately 6”. At a 
revised depth 3”, no adverse effects to potential subsurface resources would occur by the Pavilion floor. 
 
As a part of the Phase II process, investigations confirmed that low voltage landscaping lighting access covers 
contain 420- and 277-volt power for campus grounds within the three noted power access holes (Figure 4). 
In order to reduce the amount of unnecessary power and access points running underground within the 
pavilion footprint and minimize impact to potential historical resources, existing underground electrical 
sleeves will be used where possible to reroute and feed direct pathways of power through the area. The 
preserved, rerouted, and new conduit routes are shown below in Figure 3. Existing pathways will be used in 
order to avoid additional trenching and ground penetration within the APE.  
 
Data Recovery 
Due to the increased dimensions to the main support beam footer, there is no viable option of avoidance or 
minimization for the north side of kitchen foundation, which has been the focus of Phase II investigations. 
Further data recovery and documentation is proposed for the kitchen house foundation before project 
construction begins.  
1. Full excavation of the footprint for the 6’x12’x3’ main support beam footer (Figure 5): 

a. Full excavation and data recovery of units 2, 4, and 5 down to subsoil. The extant 19th century 
remains will be removed, and investigations will identify and remove further cultural remains, 
potentially dating to periods prior to the establishment of the structure. 

b. Four more units will be opened to the north to hand excavate and recover and document cultural 
resources. Excavations would continue to subsoil.  

2. Monitoring of border trenching and electrical re-routing (Figure 5): 
a. Areas marked for border trenching (1’ wide x 1’6” deep) for the pavilion and trenching for electrical 

re-routing (1’ wide x 1’6” deep) will be subjected to monitoring by an RPA-certified archaeologist. All 
soil recovered would be checked for artifacts and screened with ¼” mesh. If conditions indicate an 
increased potential for significant cultural resources, work will cease at which point data recovery, 
minimization, and avoidance methods will be re-evaluated. 

 
Educational Components 
Efforts will also be put in place to raise attention to the historical resources and the preservation process via 
education and signage. Phase II investigations included College of Charleston undergraduate students in 
Archaeology and cognate disciplines (Classics, Historic Preservation, History, Geology, Anthropology). 
Educational and high-impact experiences for the students included supervised hand excavation, and 
documentation. Given that about half of students had prior excavation experience, a process of peer 
education was employed when possible. Furthermore, students with prior experience in artifact analysis were 
selected as research assistants to the Center for Historical Landscapes, whose roles are tied to assisting RPA 
archaeologists in the cleaning, analysis, documentation, and curation of the recovered artifacts from this 



specific project. In the proposed Treatment Plan, students will again be involved in a supervised condition in 
the data recovery, documentation, and analysis phases. 
 
The Solar Pavilion was strategically placed along the College of Charleston campus tour route. Working along 
with the Office of Admissions and Archaeology Program, the College will develop a history of the site, 
including narratives discussing the archaeological investigation and artifacts found, for public education and 
outreach. To visually incorporate the foundation and cistern into the project, a sailor brick hardscaping detail 
will be integrated into the existing herringbone walk path and oyster shell pervious pavilion terrace, Figure 6. 
A narrative developed by the College’s Archaeology Program and Office of Admissions will be included into 
the campus tours to inform guests, along with a QR plaque for tours and visitors alike to find out more about 
the history, archaeology, and artifacts found at the site. Figure 7 provides an example of a QR Code sign, 
modified from a previous historical information project completed for public outreach and education of a 
College building.   
 

 
Figure 1. Original undertaking footprint overlying drone-generated orthophotography, taken in February 2021, showing depths 
of impact. 
 
 



Figure 2. Original undertaking footprint overlaying georectified historical maps. (a)1852 Bridgens and Allen, (b)Sanborn 1888, 
(c) Sanborn 1902, (d) Sanborn 1955.  
 
 



Figure 3. Current state of excavations, with original undertaking footprint overlain. 
 
 



 
Figure 4: Revised Site Plan 3.19.2021 

 
 



Figure 5. Map showing previous Phase II units, the revised undertaking footprint, and areas proposed for Phase III data recovery 
and monitoring. 

   



 
Figure 6: Plan of Pavilion Southwest Section - Hardscaping Inlay Design Marking Locations of Excavated Resources. 
 
 

 
Figure 7: Draft Information Plaque & Campus Tour Integration. 

 


